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Hard Work Has Its Rewards
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Enjoy Yourself to Our Full Capacity

Visit Pittsburgh Blue at the Edina Galleria, in downtown Maple Grove, and at the new five-star Hilton Hotel in downtown Rochester, Minnesota.
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Happy Hour Every Day

Join us daily for a wide range of food and drink specials. Hours and offerings vary by location.
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The Definitive Steakhouse


Hand-cut, perfectly aged Midwestern beef, trimmed to our specifications and cooked to yours. Deep booths and a deeper wine list. A bar that makes everything better. And the kind of service everyone deserves but hardly ever receives.

Welcome to Pittsburgh Blue. You’re about to eat very, very well.





Private Dining, Done to Order

From intimate celebrations to company-wide business gatherings, simply tell us what you need, and our expert staff will help you plan every detail, including menu, décor, audio/video, and more. Click below for details specific to your neighborhood Pittsburgh Blue.
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Share the experience

The perfect choice for family, friends, colleagues and customers, gift cards are welcomed at all Pittsburgh Blue locations, and at the entire family of Parasole restaurants.

Buy Now
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Join our mailing list
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